
DIFFICULTY CHALLENGE MODIFIER

super easy (-4)

easy (-2)

average 0

kinda hard (+3)

super hard (+5)

ROLL WHERE IS THE MISSION, pt 2

1 undersea village

2 mountain-top town

3 desert canyon

4 river community

5 glacier

6 swamp

7 vineyard

8 metropolis 

9 suburb

10 chaparall

11 deciduous forest

12 cave system

CHART #3
roll your d12 to see what environment the 

characters will be exploring

CHART #2
roll your d12 to see what type of land the 

characters will be exploring 

ROLL WHERE IS THE MISSION, pt 1

1 an old timey

2 a dry

3 an ornate

4 a serene

5 a bustling

6 a frantic 

7 a tropical

8 a swanky

9 an up-and-coming

10 a rustic 

11 a beleaguered

12 a foggy

CHART #1
roll your d12 to see what mission the 

characters will have to accomplish

ROLL WHAT IS THE MISSION 

1  Free baby new year in

2 Save the fireworks celebration in

3 Prevent the emperor’s assassination in

4 Stay the night in a haunted place in 

5 Attend the queen’s gala in

6 Find the evil twin in

7 Uncover the hidden alien in

8 Defend the elders from swindlers in

9 Explore the ancient ruins of

10 Do an act of kindness in

11 Collect the most candy in

12 Find the best deals in
CHART #4

GM can add these modifiers to challenges 
depending on the difficulty level 

TOOLS, WEAPONS & SPELLS! 

Want to reward players for risking rolls? Hand out 
tools, weapons and spells. 

These can be given out any time a player rolls 6 or 
more points than the GM and can be used by the 
player at any point in the game. When used, they 
allow the player to roll twice against the GM and 

use the higher roll.  

Tools work for Cheer challenges, Weapons work 
for Might challenges and Spells work for either.  

These are all one-time use items. 

Show credits: Mia Resella, Kelly Nugent, Chris Bramante, 
Omar Najam & Analise Nelson 

Game design: Calder CaDavid, Leslie Wishnevski & Omar 
Najam  

Thank You For Questing! is part of the ZyteHeist network 
and can be found anywhere podcasts are available 

ThankYouForQuesting.com 

Special thanks to John Harper and The Doubleclicks 
because this game is heavily inspired by Lasers&Feelings 

We hope you enjoy the game! #ThankYouForQuesting


